Physical Description of Vinny Dicarlo

His eyes are a steely, greyish-blue sort color; which gives him an evil, cold hearted look. He has crows' feet, sort of wrinkles on the sides of his eyes. He has purplish greyish bags under his eyes.

His nose is pretty pointy so it adds to the cruel look of his face. He doesn't really have much of a mouth. His lips are thin and slender, and they don't wear much expression except for when he's mad, he wears a vile, possessed sort of smirk.

Vinny Dicarlo's hair is about half silverish grey, half black. He parts it in the middle; he combs it down off of his forehead to the side of his head. At about the top of his ears he cuts it shorter. He is going bald above the temples, so his hair looks really thin. He puts a lot of grease in his hair so it looks like his hair is always wet.

Vinny has a scar above his left eye that looks sort of like an italic, upside down T. The scar is from when he was 16 years old, he got into a fight over something that he doesn't remember. The other guy pulled out a knife and cut him. The cut went deep, and hit the skull.

He has very striking eyebrows, that could show a lot of expression, but he doesn't have much emotion. His eyebrows are so jet black that you'd think that they were painted on.

His ears aren't really that strange. They have pretty large lobes, but other than that they are pretty average. He has slightly tanned skin like an average Italian. His facial hair is always very closely shaved, almost unnoticeable.

He has a mole on the left side of his upper chin. He has a very wrinkled face, not like a prune, but just simple age marks.
His neck is muscular, but pretty short. He always wears a suit and a tie, in fact he can't remember the last time he didn't wear a suit and tie. The usual dress clothes that he wears are a white shirt, a simple tie (like a red and blue stripe or a black and red stripe), black dress pants, black dress socks, and shiny, new-looking dress shoes.

His hands are smooth and even. His fingers are fairly fat, but muscular. He has very powerful looking hands that have very defined veins and muscle tone. His fingernails are very well kept, and never have any grit underneath them.

On his lower thigh he has a bullet wound, from a drug bust when he was 41. An FBI agent named John Kawulski hit him once, somehow, but he managed to crawl to a limo with one of his partners driving. That was the closest that he ever came to being caught. For fear of being arrested, he never went to a doctor, so he still has the bullet in him.

His muscles are pretty well defined, but he isn't really a strong guy. He is 53 years old, but his muscular build looks like that of a 30 year old.
Personality Description of Vinny Dicarlo

Vinny Dicarlo is a very powerful man; he is one of the most powerful men in the city of Las Vegas (including the mayor). On first impression he seems like a very corrupt man, but he can be quite friendly to people that he has known and liked for a long enough time. Even though he doesn't like most of them that much he is very courteous to people that he respects (such as the FBI, and police department).

He is very judgemental, if you don't make a good first impression on him then he will hold you to that. Although he looks evil, and most of the time acts evil, he has a lot of love for his son Roberto.

Vinny has had a very traumatic life; first his father committed suicide when he was 10 years old, because he was in trouble with the law. Then his mother got shot in a drive by shooting when he was 13 years old. Then a Mafia leader named Joe Bebeto took him in and took care of him, that's how he became one of the main Mafia leaders. His oldest son Franco is in jail for attempted burglary, and is serving 15 years in jail. So as you can see he isn't a very happy man. he rarely smiles but he sometimes smirks when he's mad.

If you make him mad, beware because he boils over easily. If you don't know him well, or if he doesn't like you, and you do something bad to him like cheat in a poker game or steal money from him, he will punish you by hiring hit men to beat you up, or even hire hit men to kill you.

On the other hand, he is very courteous to women. He is kind of sexist, and treats women differently than men. Though women rarely play in his poker games, if one does his attitude is very different. For example if a woman cheats in a poker game, rather than kill them he might say something like "I respect that, now there is a brave woman."
Family Description of Vinny Dicarlo

Vinny Dicarlo doesn't have much of a family. His father committed suicide when Vinny was 10 years old, because he was involved with the Mafia and he double crossed his Mafia family. He knew that the mob was going it kill him any ways so he killed himself, rather than have the Mafia kill him. He left a note before he left it says "dear family, I am in big trouble with the mob. I have no other choice but to leave this world. I still love you all, and I hope to see you all again someday in heaven." Vinny still has that note.

His mother was killed in a drive by shooting 3 days after that. The shooting was done by the Mafia, because they wanted to make an example that they were a force to be reckoned with. His mother was brought to the hospital, but was pronounced dead at arrival. Vinny's mother was one of those people who is too nice, she did anything that she could for her kids.

Vinny has two brothers. The older one Mario lives in Plainfield, Connecticut, and works as an auto technician. Vinny talks to him once in a while but isn't very close to him. His other brother Anthony last moved to Arkansas, Vinny hasn't talked to him since.

After his mother died, Joe Bebeto a kingpin in the Mafia, an acquaintance to the family, and a good friend to Vinny as he was growing up, took Vinny under his wing. Vinny ended up living with Joe until he was 19 when Joe bought him a very expensive condo. Vinny had already started working in the Mafia so he was able to buy the condo with his own money. Vinny stayed very close to Joe through the years, Joe was sort of looked at by Vinny as a father. When Vinny was 25 he had an accidental baby, but he just left the mother for fear of commitments. He doesn't know where the mother is, but the son, who's name is Franco, the last
Vinny heard was serving fifteen hears in prison for attempted burglary.

When Joe was well into his 70's, he died of a heart attack. Vinny kept moving up in the Mafia. When he was about forty-five years old he was essentially at the top of his Mafia family, which is rare for someone that young. He also had another accidental child, but this time he handled it better. His son lives in the suburbs of Nevada, and he visits him constantly. His youngest son Roberto is 12, and his older son, Franco, he doesn't know how old he is.

He sort of has a partner named Frank Antiello. Frank is a pretty nice guy even though he does bad stuff. He's always smiling and is nice to everyone. He doesn't have any kids because he isn't able to, but he treats Roberto like his own son. Vinny can't believe that frank is even in the Mafia because he's so nice, but Frank try's to stay out of the violence. Frank is even close friends with some police officers.
Career description of Vinny Dicarlo

Vinny Dicarlo works in the Mafia. He owns a restaurant called Decarlo's, where he serves Italian food. He uses the restaurant to launder money. He also uses the restaurant as a meeting place to discuss large drug deals and illegal business plans.

One of the main ways that he acquires money is through illegal gambling; what he does is when people want to make large bets on sports games, they come to him and he sets up the bets so he ends up keeping a lot of the money. If something goes wrong, then he might just run off with the money, but that's only in extreme cases, because that's very dangerous. Another way that he makes money is through extortion. Extortion is essentially blackmail. What he will do is to go up to some big, multimillion dollar businessman and threaten to kill his wife unless he pays him a certain amount of money.

Another way that he makes money is he has joint ownership of a casino in Las Vegas. He will set up the slot machines to make you win the first few times, and then you lose the rest. He fixes the card decks so you'll lose a lot. He has control over all the betting being done in his casino. Other ways he makes money are through big drug deals, prostitution, illegal firearms sales, and sometimes he gets someone to hack into a bank's computer to steal money electronically.

One of the main things that has to worry about is undercover FBI agents. One time in 1990, an undercover agent claiming to want drugs tried to get them arrested, but they could sense something was wrong, and they had him knocked off. Another time in 1993 an agent said he could hack into a bank's computer for them. Two days later he showed up dead, and later they found out that another Mafia family had him knocked off because he was trying to do the same. Another time in 1994, an FBI agent by the name of John Kowalski pretended to be a drug dealer. He came
very close to arresting him, but when John pulled his gun out so did Vinny. John told him to drop the gun, but Vinny wouldn't. He saw his friend driving in his car to get away. Vinny fired his gun, but deliberately missed and ran to jump into the car, but John thought he was in danger, so he fired his gun too. Vinny was half in the car when John shot Vinny in the leg. A while after that John tried to put a warrant out for Vinny, but Vinny had bribed the chief of police at that station where John worked. John was suspended, and the case was dropped.
Journal entry from a week after his parents died.

Sept. 4, 1979

It's been a week since my parents died. I don't know what to do without them, we did this have to happen to me, we both parents. I saw my dear Del and her husband Tom talking. They said that they were thinking about adopting Olaytas, Maria, and me. They sounded sort of zippy when they said Vicky. I don't want to live with bobby and Tom. I don't know my parents that well, and Tom is a jerk, he isn't even like me. One time I took me into a room and told me that I should change. Then he punched me in the stomach. All that I did was steal a dollar from him. I'm going to refuse to live with them. One of my dad's friends Joe over yesterday.
He wanted to adopt one of us. I hope I get adopted by him. His nice. He would sometimes come over and watch the football games with my dad. He would always let me help him play his hand in poker games. Another reason I don't want to live with my aunt is because they live way out in the country. I like the city. All of my friends live here. I doubt that I'll get adopted by Doc because I think he's in the Mafia. I don't know what to do without my parents. Please god don't let me get adopted by my aunt.
Victor Torrio

Date of Birth: 7/5/42
Place of Birth: Miami, Florida
Height: 5'11"
Weight: 190 pounds
Build: Stocky
Hair: Black
Eyes: Blue
Complexion: Tan
Sex: Male
Race: White
Nationality: American

Occupation: Mercenary
Remarks: Torrio has a large scar over his right eye.
Social Security Number: 4529-87-1119

Photograph taken 7/12/73

A Federal warrant was issued 12/23/73 in Miami, Florida, charging Torrio with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution.
(Crime 18, U.S., Section 1073)

CAUTION

Torrio is extremely dangerous and is trained in hand-to-hand combat as well as small weapons.

Identification Order 57181
Feb 18, 1973

William F. Baker
DIRECTOR
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON D.C. 20535
Drug bust leaves little clues

But Dicarollo is main suspect

I.A.S. VEGAS — Vinny Dicarrollo, an alleged mafia kingpin, is the only suspect in a major illegal drug deal, which took place yesterday at about 12:30.

The drug bust was organized by FBI agent John C. Kowalski. Kowalski had leads which led him to a back room of a Las Vegas diner called "Wesley's Diner." Kowalski and his team of 10 FBI agents broke into the room where the drug deal was taking place. Kowalski demanded that Dicarollo and his mafia partners put their hands in the air. Three of Dicarollo's bodyguards pulled out guns, but were told by Dicarrollo to drop them. One of Dicarollo's partners, who was never identified, managed to sneak out. Dicarollo saw him motioning from a parked car outside of the room.
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Dole takes to the road and sheds ties to D.C.

By Jill:

CHICAGO — Sen. Bob Dole traded his trademark navy blue suit and red tie yesterday for a sky-blue blazer, khaki slacks and open white shirt, and declared before a luncheon crowd in Chicago that "It's good to be out of Washington, D.C."
The coastal airliner, which evolved a gasp from onlookers who greeted him at Midway Airport — was a visible and visceral statement the day after Dole cut his connections to the Senate and took his full-time campaign to be paraded to America's

Democrats' ad campaign in jeopardy

By Michael:

WASHINGTON — Sen. Bob Dole's decision to leave the Senate could blunt one of President Clinton's most potent weapons: a $25 million advertising effort by the Demo-